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Floating Apps - PDF Module




2.8


LWi s.r.o.








 4.03



1,166 reviews



100,000+

Downloads



Free





Download PDF module for Floating Apps.
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About Floating Apps - PDF Module



Floating Apps - PDF Module is a tools app developed
by LWi s.r.o..
The APK has been available since October 2013.
In the last 30 days, the app was downloaded
about 90 times.


It's currently not in the top ranks.


It's rated 4.03 out of 5 stars, based on 1.2 thousand ratings.
The last update of the app was on August 17, 2018.
Floating Apps - PDF Module has a content rating
"Everyone".


Floating Apps - PDF Module has an APK download size of 12.87 MB and the latest version
available
is 2.8.
Designed for Android version 4.1+.
Floating Apps - PDF Module is FREE to download.



Description



This app provides PDF rendering capabilities to Floating Apps (and other apps) and doesn't work alone. However, it's necessary for Floating PDF Viewer and Floating Document Viewer to work correctly. 

Show more







More data about Floating Apps - PDF Module

	Price	Free to download

	Total downloads	210 thousand

	Recent downloads	90

	Rating	4.03 based on 1.2 thousand ratings

	Ranking	Not ranked

	Version	2.8

	APK size	12.9 MB

	Number of libraries	3

	Designed for Android	4.1+

	Suitable for	Everyone

	Ads	NO ads







Alternatives for the Floating Apps - PDF Module app
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Floating Window - MultiTasking
MalakStudio



3.5 




Free

100,000+
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Overlays - Floating Launcher
Lior Iluz
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Free

1,000,000+
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Floating Tools: Overlay Apps
rdq - smart productivity tools
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Free

5,000+
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fooView - FV Float Viewer
fooView Inc.
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Free

5,000,000+
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Floating Player
ProblemSolver
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Free

10,000+
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Floating Video Popup Player
Full moon
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Free

10,000+
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Floating And Multitasking Apps
$n$ Apps
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Free

10,000+
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AIO PopUp - Lite Floating Apps
Minati Studio



4.3 




Free

1,000+







More from
LWi s.r.o.
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Floating Apps (multitasking)
LWi s.r.o.
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Free

10,000,000+
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Floating Apps - DOCS Module
LWi s.r.o.
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Free

100,000+
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Floating Apps (multitasking)
LWi s.r.o.



4.0 




$5.99

50,000+
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The City of Český Krumlov
LWi s.r.o.
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Free

10,000+
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Jeskyně České republiky
LWi s.r.o.



4.1 




Free

10,000+
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Karlovy Vary - Official
LWi s.r.o.



0.0 




Free

10,000+
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The City of Tabor
LWi s.r.o.
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Free

5,000+
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Ostravice and Lysa mountain
LWi s.r.o.
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Free

1,000+
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Downloads over time






Floating Apps - PDF Module has been downloaded 210 thousand times.
Over the past 30 days, it has been downloaded 90 times.






Changelog



Show changelog






Developer information for LWi s.r.o.




LWi s.r.o.




android@lwi.cz





Website



LWi s.r.o.
Mlýnská 326/13
60200 Brno
Czech republic





Are you the developer of this app? Join us for free to see more information about your app and learn how we can help you promote and earn money with your app.



I'm the developer of this app
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Comments on Floating Apps - PDF Module for Android



★★★★★
If PDF has a hyperlink we can click that and open in floating
browser app. And please make it able to copy some text on it.


★★★★★
For me, this is an auxiliary PDF reader. I'm using android 6.0 which doesn't support free form or split screen. I use my main PDF reader to open up a file, also, I open up same file on this PDF module (now, why would I do that?). On my main e-reader, I view the itemized steps taken on a particular content. Simultaneously, I use this PDF module to view its analysis, which comes after the last step. The steps could be 500 lines and before now, I had to scroll up, down between analysis and steps. This was too much task for me.... It has also saved me from jumping from one app to my main e-reader just to compare contents. Now I could enjoy some of the features offered by higher android version without upgrading or modding my phone. It may have its own flaws, who doesn't ? But still, It's so, so helpful and handy ... thanks so much to the awesome developer. You're the best. #PLEASE INCLUDE 'CONTINUOUS SCROLL' feature IN NEXT UPDATE.


★★★★★
If a PDF file has a password, the apps do not ask for it, and it opens a blabk page, can you fix this?


★★★★★
I just want the PDF module but just for 1 app I need to install another app which takes almost 200 mb from phone space I don't need any other modules, if possible please build a lite mode for this app. Yes I understand that.


★★☆☆☆
I thought this would be the solution to the poor software development and workflow of my Boox Max Pro. Multi-window mode is a native-hidden feature of Android 6.0, but not having that feature on an Android tablet makes it 10 times less useful as a notebook/textbook replacement for school. I thought this would be the solution to this problem, but it is not. It will not open up my PDF Textbooks that other PDF apps open up just fine. It said they are either not compatible or too large. I have plenty of free ram, so this makes no sense. If I want to do my homework in the note app on my Boox, I would need to be able to float my notes and PDF textbook. Unfortunately this does not work. I would consider the paid version if they fix this issue., otherwise it is not useful for my purposes.


★★☆☆☆
Really bad it shows that download floating app, do not waste ur time and internet on this app😡


★★☆☆☆
Not working properly and always asking to install again.




Google Play Rankings



This app is not ranked




Technologies used by Floating Apps - PDF Module


Floating Apps - PDF Module is requesting 3 permissions and is using 4 libraries.
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Floating Window - MultiTasking
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Overlays - Floating Launcher
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Floating Tools: Overlay Apps
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fooView - FV Float Viewer
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Floating Player
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Floating Video Popup Player
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Floating And Multitasking Apps
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AIO PopUp - Lite Floating Apps
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